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Abstract

Oak Ridge National Laboratory is developing a state-
of-the-art parallel application development system
called CUMULVS, which allows scientists to easily
incorporate interactive visualization, computational
steering and fault tolerance into distributed software
applications. The system is a valuable tool for many
large scientific applications because it enables the sci-
entist to visually monitor large data fields and re-
motely control parameters inside a running applica-
tion. Collaborative monitoring is provided by allow-
ing multiple researchers to simultaneously attach to
a simulation. each controlling their own view of the
same or different data fields within the simulation. By
supporting steering of a simulation while it is running,
CUMULVS provides the opportunity to accelerate the
process of scientific discovery. CUMULVS also pro-
vides a simple mechanism to incorporate automatic
checkpointing and heterogeneous task migration into
large applications so that simulations can continue to
run for weeks unattended. This paper will give an
overview of the CUMULVS system and its capabili-
ties, including several case histories. The status of the
project is described with instructions on how to obtain
the software.

Keywords: interactive visualization, computa-
tional steering, fault tolerance, distributed computing,
scientific simulation.

1 Intrtiduction

Computer-based simulation continues to proliferate as
an alternative to expensive physical proto,types  and
laboratory experiments for scientific research and de-
velopment. Scientists often run software simulations
on high-performance parallel or distributed computer
systems to obtain results in a fraction of the time, or
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at a higher resolution. Such software experiments pro-
vide a cost-effective means for exploring a wide range
of input datasets and physical parameter variations.
In conjunction with ubiquitous network connectivity
these online experiments also provide a platform for
collaboration with remotely located researchers - a feat
not possible with traditional physical prototypes or ex-
periments.

Much infrastructure ,is required to enable the de-
velopment of high-performance computer simulations.
Teams of scientists must be able to observe the on-
going progress of the simulation and share in the co-
ordination of its control. The user environment  must
be capable of withstanding or recovering from ~?st,em
faults or failures. Efficient handling of t,hesr iswes re-
quires a special expertise in cornpuler  scicncc ;tud a
significant level of effort that, the a,pplica,tion sri~n~~ist
is not typically willing to expend.

The CUMULVS’ system [I. L)]  proviilec  a se! of
middleware software librarlw  ~111~ fllncriolls  ICr illrcr-
acting with an ongoing parallel computariol~.  With
CUMULVS, a scientist can observe the internal state
of a simulation while it is running via online visualiza
tion, and then can “close the loop” and redirect the
course of the simulation using computational steering.
These interactions are realized using multiple indepen-
dent front-end “viewer” programs that dynamically at-
tach to, interact with and detach from a running sim-
ulation. Each scientist controls his/her own viewer.
and can examine the data field(s) of choice from any
desired perspective and at any level of detail. A sim-
ulation program need not always be connected to a
CUMULVS viewer; this proves especially useful for
long-running applications that do not require constant
monitoring.

CUMULVS also supports automatic fault recov-
ery and on-the-fly task migration. Fault recovery is
an important feature for sny long-running applica-
tion that could encounter system or network failures.
An automatic response that recovers or restarts failed
tasks is essential to keep the application running in-

‘“CUMULVS” loosely stands for “Collaborative, User
Migration, User Library for Visualization and Steering.”



definitely without continuous user monitoring. Task
migration can be useful for load balancing and im-
proving resource utilization. Execution time would of-
ten decrease if tasks could be efficiently relocated to
less-loaded resources. Moving tasks closer to required
resources  also improves locality and decreases com-
munication overhead, thereby boosting performance.
CUMULVS utilizes its infrastructure for visualization
and steering to coordinate the identification and pe-
riodic collection of the simulation program state into
“checkpoints.“ These checkpoints are the minimal set
of information needed to restore a failed application or
migrate its processes. Given a small amount of user
instrumentation, the CUMULVS run-time system can
translate checkpoint data across architectural bound-
aries on-the-fly to perform heierogeneous failure recov-
ery and task migration.

The remainder of this paper provides a more de-
tailed description of the CUMULVS system, including
a general overview, and discussion of the visualization,
steering, and checkpointing subsystems. Several case
studies are also presented. The conclusions will give
the current status of the project and information on
obtaining t,he (free) software.

2 CUMULVS Overview

The only requirement for interacting with a simulation
using CUMULVS is that the application describe the
nature of its data fields of interest. including their de-
composition (if any) across parallel simulation tasks.
This information is specified using a small set of user-
level CUMULVS library routines (in C/C++ or For-
tran) that are called from inside the simulation pro-
gram at startup. These calls define the name. data
type, storage allocation, and logical decomposition
structure of the data fields, so that CUMULVS can
automatically extract data as requested by attached
front-end viewers. Any physical or algorithmic pa-
rameters can also be defined so they can be “steered”
or adjusted while the program is running. Given an
additional periodic call to the (stvssndToFE0) ser-
vice routine, CUMULVS can transparently provide ac-
cess to the changing state of a computation. The
“sendToFE’  routine processes any incoming viewer
messages or requests, and collects and sends outgoing
data frames to the viewers.

CUMULVS interprets the user-supplied informa-
tion on distributed data decompositions to extract
and assemble global views from decomposed applica-
tion data. The decompositions supported mimic those
defined in the High Performance Fortran  (HPF) stan-
dard [3],  and include block/cyclic and explicit data
distributions. Unlike systems such as DICE [4],  where
whole copies of each data field are placed in a glob-
ally shared file structure, the data movement in CU-

MULVS is demand-driven and only the requested sub-
regions of data fields are extracted from each appli-
cation task. In most cases this reduces the overhead
to both application and network. and provides more
flexible multi-viewer collaboration scenarios.

CUMULVS is constructed using fault-tolerant in-
ternal communication protocols so that failures in ei-
ther an application or a viewer can be handled grace-
fully. Along with the API for visualization and steer-
ing, these protocols can be extended to support. fault-
tolerance and task migration. Using the same data
field and parameter descriptions for visualization and
steering, the application can define its minimal pro-
gram state. By marking specific data field drscrip-
tions with a special flag. (‘T’M\‘I;VS  PHI i,lwtil’v  rhP
relevant program data and automatically cx~ritt~ the
necessary program state for checkpointing. Then CU.
MULVS can restart lost tasks and restore their pro-
gram state from a checkpoint during failure recovery.
Task migration is similarly accomplished by saving th?
current program sw&e and theu restartiui:  (1~ ,+ivru
tasks on a different  system. Brca,usr t.11~ :I,pl>ltcation
describes some semantic iuformalion  aboul Ilow data
fields are scored and logically decomposed. ( ILMl;LVS
can even restart or migrate tasks across heterogeneous
boundaries. Data values can be converted into differ-
ent data formats, and distributed arrays can hr rffec-
tively “re-decomposed”  into other logical topologies.

CUMULVS has been integrated with parallel ap-
plications written in PVM [5],  MPI [6] and InDEPS
[7],  and can be applied to serial applications or those
with other arbitrary communication substrates. CU-
MULVS internals can be built on top of any com-
plete message-passing communication system, and can
be hooked into any front-end visualization system.
Currently, CUMULVS uses PVM as an underlying
message-passing substrate for attaching to application
tasks. transferring data, and monitoring system faults.

3 CUMULVS Visualization

CUMULVS fundamentally consists of two separate li-
braries that communicate with each other to pass in-
formation between front-end viewers and application
tasks. Together the two libraries manage all aspects
of data movement, including the dynamic attachment
and detachment of viewers while the simulation is run-
ning. The wer library is invoked from the simulation
program to handle the application side of the messag-
ing protocols. A complementary viewer library sup-
ports the viewer programs, via high-level functions for
requesting and receiving application data fields and
handling steering parameter updates. Several general-
purpose viewers are provided with the CUMULVS soft-
ware distribution, including an AVS [S] module. a
Tcl/Tk  [9] slicer, and a simple text-based viewer. The
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user can also construct custom or application-specific
viewers using the viewer library.

When a CUMULVS viewer attaches to a running
application. it does so by issuing a “data field request.”
The request is sent in a message to the application
tasks, where it is intercepted and transparently pro-
cessed by the CUMULVS user library (from inside
“sendToFE”).  A data field request includes a set of de-
sired data fields, a specific region of the computational
domain to be collected, and the frequency of data
“frames” to be sent back to the viewer. CUMULVS
handles the details of collecting the elements of the
subregion, or “visualization region.” for each data field
from the various application tasks. A unified “global
view” of the data is delivered to the viewer program
for rendering, even if the data fields are decomposed
across several application tasks. CUMULVS supports
local data arrays (replicated on all tasks) as well as
more complicated data decompositions over multi-
dimensional processor topologies. Because CUMULVS
understands most common decomposition types, each
task in a distributed simulation need only identify its
logical position in a decomposition. CUMULVS can
determine precisely which data elements are present in
each task. Several data decompositions are supported.
including contiguous block-cyclic decompositions and
particle-type decompositions with user-defined acces-
SOT functions.

The visualization region specifies the boundaries
of the subregion to view, in global array coordinates,
and also a “cell size” for each axis of the computa-
tional domain. The cell size determines the stride of
elements to be collected for that axis, e.g. a cell size
of 2 will obtain every other data element. This feature
provides more efficient high-level overviews of larger
regions by using only a sampling of the data points,
while still allowing every data point to be collected
in smaller regions where the details are desired. To
reduce network traffic, CUMULVS downsizes the vi-
sualization datasets in parallel before data is sent to
the viewer to be assembled into a frame for animation.

CUMULVS ensures that  viewers have time-
coherent data from distributed application tasks. An
internal sequence number: or time step, is maintained
for each task to determine its relative point in a com-
putation, and any attached viewers loosely synchro-
nize with the tasks when initially requesting a new
data field. The viewer polls the tasks for their current
time step, and then broadcasts a time for commencing
the data transfer protocol. Simple flow control mes-
sages prevent tasks from sending data frames too fast
for the viewer to process. or from getting too far out
of synchronization. This loose synchronization guar-
antees the coherency of each frame without an explicit
barrier, thereby reducing perturbation to the appiica-
tion. The frequency of data frames can be set interac-
tively from the viewer to adjust how often frames are

sent from the application, and hence the level of syn-
chronization. thereby alleviating potaxial  flow control
delays.

4 CUMULVS Steering

CUMULVS viewers can also rcmocel\  “stwr‘  a 5iluu.
Istion‘s  computstloual  paranwrrs  o~~-r~Iwtly.  ;IIIII~I,I~
t,he scientist to conduct “what-iE”  ~~sper~~>lr~~r,~  with
various parameters in a simulation. Viewing  the in-
termediate results of a computation can reveal a prob-
lem or a new opportunity, leading to a manipulation
and/or restart of the simulation. Such interactive con-
trol can save countless hours of computation lime oth-
erwise wasted waiting for final simulation results that
might have been corrupted in the first few iterations.

CUMULVS supports simultaneous coordinated
computational steering by multiple collaborators. A
token scheme prevents conflicting adjustments to the
same steering parameter by different users. Each steer-
ing parameter possesses its own steering token. so that
different steering parameters can be adjusted simulta-
neously by the same or different scientists.  Steering
parameters can be either scalars or vectors, with each
element in a parameter vector being of a potentially
different data type. A more complex “indexed” pa-
rameter scheme is also supported. so that individual
elements of a parameter vector can be indepeudently
steered if desired. Consistency protocols verify that
all tasks in a distributed simulation apply the steering
changes in unison, i.e. at the same time step. Even if
geographically separated, scientists cau work together
lo direct the progress of a computation without con-
cern for the consistency of steering parameter values
among distributed tasks.

Each application task can determine whether pa-
rameters were recently changed or “steered’! by a CU-
MULVS viewer via the return value from the main
“sendToFE”  library routine. This value indicates
the number of steering parameters updated. Individ-
ual parameters can be polled with an additional li-
brary routine to see if a specific parameter’s value has
changed. As with visualization frames, CUMULVS
does not require barrier synchronization with the simu-
lation program to manipulate steering parameters. In-
stead, rhe same loose synchronization is used to main-
tain consistent steering parameter updates across all
tasks. As a result the instantaneous time step is not
precisely known for each task, so changes co steering
parameters become effective within one or two itera-
tions of the update request.

5 CUMULVS Checkpointing

While t,he development of any fault-rolcrxnt,  1.1,’  rni~
grating program can be qui~c challe~~g~n~.  I :I ;il (~LVS
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Virtual Machine

Figure 1: Checkpointing Daemon  Organization

alleviates some of the burden involved. It oversees
the tedious and error-prone job of collecting check-
points from the tasks in a distributed application
and assembling them into global application check-
points. The run-time system handles automatic fault-
detection and recovery procedures, and spawns re-
placements for failed application tasks. CUMULVS
keeps track of the checkpoint history and. in the event
of a failure, distributes the checkpoint data to the ap-
plication tasks and loads it directly into the proper
user variables. (The full details of these CUMULVS
checkpointing features are discussed in [lo].)

CUMULVS is not intended for fine-grained check-
pointing, at the level of individual program statements
or messages, but rather saves the state periodically,
e.g. every few iterations or between high-level phases
of a computation. This is appropriate for “lost  scien-
tific applications where the desire is typically to limit
the loss of computing cycles in response to failures.

Because the checkpoints in CUMULVS contain
user-supplied semantic information, such as the name.
type. storage allocation and decomposition, it is pos-
sible to translate checkpoint data from one system ar-
chitecture to another. A task can be checkpointed o”
one system ad restarted or migrated heterogeneously
to a different architecture. Because the application se-
lects only the relevant portions of its program state for
checkpointing, the resulting checkpoints can be signif-
icantly smaller than a” entire core image. ‘This can irl-
crease the efficiency of restarting a task after a failure.

nlaking load balancing via task migration a more feasi-
ble option. CUMULVS checkpointing has already been
used to demonstrate on-the-fly cross-platform fault-
tolerance and migration of several production parallel
codes (see Sect,ion  6).

Physical hosts
J k

Keplacement
host added on

failure

The CUMULVS approach to checkpointing is con-
sidered “non-transparent” because it requires the pro-
grammer to modify the application source to coordi-
nate the checkpointing activity [l I]. User-level calls
are inserted to deiine  the relevant program state. and
the application defines the point(s) in its computation
where checkpoints are to be collected. Several check-
pointing q&ems  use approaches similar to that prc-
vided  by CUMULVS (see [IO]), but each relies on aspe-
cific set of languages or operating environments. The
CUMULVS checkpointing facility is simple but gen-
erally applicable to simulations developed using a va-
riety of programming languages, communication sys-
temsz  and operatmg  environments.

In CUMULVS, much of the logic needed to reliably
restart failed application tasks resides in a separate
“checkpointing daemon” (CPD) process, one for each
lnachine where application tasks are running. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates this organization of the CPDs. The
daemons work together as a separate, dynamic, fault-
tolerant program. independent from application code.
CPDs nlonitor t,he application and its conrputational
resources for failures. and oversee any checkpointing,
restarting or migrating of applicstio”  tasks. CPDs are
also responsible for adding spare hosts (where possi-
ble) in response to resource failures.

From an application’s perspective, the CPD pro-
vides two basic functions: saving a checkpoint for the
application and loading a checkpoint for restart. Log-
ically, however, the CPDs can be utilized in several
modes. They serve as a backgrowld  run-time moni-
tor to keep the application running without user inter-
vention. Instead of periodically checking to see that
the application is proceeding, the CPDs can continu-
ously oversee the tasks using fault notification features
of the underlying messaging sysrem.  Failed tasks are
restarted automatically, in coordinatio” with restart-
ing or rolling back sny cooperating parallel tnsks.
Give” a user-supplied list of alterrlate  computing  re-
sources. the CPDs can add “ew hosts when others
crash. replacing any tasks that were executing on the
failed hosts.

The user ca” invoke a CPD “console” at any time
to manually direct the CPDs to lnigrate application
tasks. for improved load halancc  or rc’souw  IIliliza-
tion. The CPDs determine Lhe noose rece111  c~,n~pletz
checkpoint. terminate the tasks t,o he mig:rarwl a,rrd
restart the given tasks on their new re~ourcei.  The
CPD console can restart a” entire  applicat,ion from a
saved checkpoint, using a new set UC reiaurc?s~ ms
capability raises many interrsl.lng po~slbliiti<:,~.  espe-
cially if the resources used for restart are of n dif-
ferent system architecture or utilize a differetlt uum-
ber of compute nodes than in the original configura-
tion. For example, an initial test ru” of a silllula
tio”, made on a local workstation cluster. could be
checkpointed and reconfigured to continue runnwg  on



Figure 2: Finite Difference Seismic Simulation

a large MPP system for production-level performance.
Using data field descriptions in the checkpoint data.
it is straightforward for CPDs to translate the data
format of the checkpoint to match new computing re-
sources. However, many issues arise when the number
of available computational nodes changes and elements
of the data fields must be redistributed into new de-
compositions. Such elaborate reconfigurations  of itp-
plications  using CCMULVS checkpoints have been ex-
plored  in [12], and several on-the-fly reconliguration
experiments have been successful using both toy and
production parallel simulations.

6 Case Study

CUMULVS checkpointing has been applied to instru-
ment several production scientific applications, for
fault tolerance and heterogeneous migration. Two
such applications are described here. The first gen-
erates a synthetic seismic dataset by simulating the
propagation of an acoustic signal through a layered
media, using a finite difference approximation (see Fig-
ure 2). The second is a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation that computes the pressure of the
air flowing around a wing (see Figure 3). Both appli-
cations are written in Fortran using PVM as an un-
derlying message-passing substrate. To determine the
utility of t,he CUMULVS approach. several analyses
mere performed using these two applications.

The case study examined the number of additional
source code statements required to instrument the ap-
plications for CUMULVS, and the impact of the check-
pointing system on application performance. For the

Figure 3:  CFD Air Flow Around  Wing

Figure 4: Debugging Residuals Array View

seismic simulation, the full visualization. steering. and
fault-tolerance instrumentation accounted for less than
1% of the resulting code only 204 extra lines of code
out of 20183G. The overhead for checkpointing the seis-
mic simulation every 20 iterations was between 5% and
15% for different system configurations. For the sim-
ulation of flow over the wing. the full instrument,ation
totaled a bit m&e (as a percentage) than the seismic
code. at just under 8% of the total instrumented code,
with 188 extra liues of code out of 2438. The overhead
for the wing simulation, also checkpointing every 20
iterations. was between 8% and 15%. In both cases.
the time per i&ration  without checkpointing was on
the order of a few seconds, so &arly a signllicallt re-
duction in overhead would be achieved by reducing the
checkpointing frequency to once every several hundred
iterations instead of every 20! The full details of these
case studies are presented in [lo].

CUMULVS has also been used to assist in dcbug-
ging production simulation codes, such as the wing
simulation shown above. Figure 4 shows a view of an
internal “residuals” array used in the wing simulation.
The spike evident in the corner of this image revealed
that one of the computation cells was being omitted
in the parallel decomposition. With CUMULVS’ help,
a simple typo in array subscripting was eliminated.
fixing the problem.



7 Conclusion

The CUMULVS system, developed at Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory, enables scientists to easily incor-
porate interactive visuaIizationl  computational steer-
ing and fault tolerance into their parallel software
simulations. Teams of experts ‘can collaborate on
distributed simulations remotely, using independent
front-end viewers which can dynamically attach and
detach while the simulation is running. By “closing
the loop” and providing visual feedback in conjunction
with computational steering, the experimentation cy-
cle can be shortened, thereby accelerating the process
of scientific discovery.

The visualization and steering features of CU-
MULVS have been in public use for several years. The
scope of the data decomposition specification contin-
ues to grow. and soon will include adaptive mesh sup-
port. Work is underway to provide temporal and spa
tial interpolation and aggregation of data fields for
transferring data among viewers or coupled applica-
tions with disparate grids and time scales. Improved
user interfaces or GUIs,  as well as integrated develop-
ment environments, will be developed to expedite the
user specification of data fields for visualization and
checkpointing. The CUMULVS checkpointing capabil-
ities are still evolving. Many extensions will be made
to improve usability, automation and performance.

Currently only serial “viewer” programs are sup-
ported in CUMULVS. A powerful generalization would
be to allow parallel programs to connect to and inter-
act with other parallel programs. Modified parallel-
to-parallel connection protocols would allow develop-
ment of parallel agents for steering, visualization. and
checkpointing, as well as model coupling or coopera-
t,ive applications. CUMULVS is part of the Common
Component Architecture (CCA) Forum (please see
http://z.ca.sandia.gov/  %ca-forum/)  for s p e c i f y -

ing pluggable / reusable high-performance software
components.

CUMULVS version 1.1 supports the base vi-
sualization and steering interface and the prelim-
inary checkpointing interface. The software is
freely available, including source and user’s guide.
Online support is available by sending email to
cmulvs~msr.  epm.ornl.gov,  or see the home page:
http://~u..epm.ornl.gov/cs/cumulvs.html
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